Preparing for Key Stage 4

What Performing Arts includes
Within the department of Performing Arts we offer two BTEC Level 2 courses:
• BTEC Tech Award in Performing Arts (Acting)
• BTEC Tech Award in Performing Arts (Dance)
The Award gives learners the opportunity to develop sector-specific knowledge and skills in a practical learning
environment. The main focus is on four areas of equal importance, which cover the:
● Development of key skills that prove your aptitude in Performing Arts such as reproducing repertoire or
responding to stimuli.
● Process that underpins effective ways of working in the Performing Arts, such as development of ideas, rehearsal
and performance.
● Attitudes that are considered most important in the Performing Arts, including personal management and
communication.
● Knowledge that underpins effective use of skills, process and attitudes in the sector such as roles, responsibilities,
performance disciplines and styles.

Dance: What do you study?
Components
1 - Exploring the Performing Arts (internal coursework unit focussing on three styles of dance)
2 - Developing Skills and Techniques in the Performing Arts (internal coursework unit learning professional repertoire)
3 - Responding to a Brief (external examined unit creating choreography based on a given stimulus)
The three components focus on the assessment of knowledge, skills and practices. These are all essential to developing a basis
for progression.

Styles explored (you must learn 3):
-

Contemporary
Street
Musical theatre
Jazz
Ballet

Clips from previous students

Drama: What do you study?
Components
1 - Exploring the Performing Arts (internal coursework unit focussing on three styles of acting)
2 - Developing Skills and Techniques in the Performing Arts (internal coursework unit learning professional script)
3 - Responding to a Brief (external examined unit creating a production based on a given stimulus)
The three components focus on the assessment of knowledge, skills and practices. These are all essential to developing a basis
for progression.

Styles explored (you must learn 3):
-

Physical theatre
Musical theatre
Brecht
Naturalism
Comedy
Verbatim

Clips from previous students

Dance or Drama: What’s the difference?
Dance

Drama

Learn choreography
Focus on technique
Study physical and interpretive skills
Understand the different relationships,
actions, dynamics and spacing.
- Learn how to put a piece of
professional choreography together

- Learn a script
- Study a range of vocal, physical and
interpretive skills
- Understand character and blocking work
- Learn how to write and create a
performance using a specific technique

-

You should take Dance at GCSE level if…
You want to improve your dance technique
You have enjoyed the learning a range of styles
You enjoy watching and learning a range of styles of choreography
You want to study works of your own choice independently
You enjoy writing and researching
You think you might want to study Performing Arts (or a related
subject) at A Level or beyond

You should take Drama at GCSE level if…
You want to improve your acting technique
You have enjoyed the learning a range of styles
You enjoy watching and learning a range of different types of
performance
You want to study works of your own choice independently
You enjoy writing and researching
You think you might want to study Performing Arts (or a related
subject) at A Level or beyond

